ESKIMOS, ALASKAN, ARCTIC INVENTORY LIST
[Consists of 1 box (pt.1) and 1 bag (pt.2)]

BOX Pt.1  Please return all items marked Pt.1 to this box.

Booklets and Brochures
Inuit Gallery of Vancouver (laminated) (in pkg. with pictures)
Watchable Wildlife on BLM Lands in Alaska (blue binder w/clear cover)

Books
Alaska’s Three Bears
Alaska Magazine’s Cabin Cookbook
Alaska: Pictorial Panorama
Alaskan Wildlife
Arctic Whales and Whaling
Educational Coloring Book of Eskimos, An
Eskimo Boy: Life in an Inupiag Eskimo Village
Eskimo: The Inuit and Yupik People, The (A New True Book)
Eyewitness Books: Arctic and Antarctic
First Americans: The Emergence of Man, The (Time Life)
Frozen Land: Vanishing Cultures
Icebergs and Glaciers: Life at the Frozen Edge
Inua: The Spirit World of the Bering Sea Eskimo
Inuits, The
Ka-ha-si and the Loon: An Eskimo Legend
Kiana’s Iditarod
Mammoth Magic
Peluk, An Eskimo Boy and Old Eskimo Tales
Polar Wildlife (Usborne World Wildlife)
Sled Dogs of Denali (blue cover)
Sled Dogs of Denali (white cover)
Unit About the Arctic and Antarctic, A (Learning Unit)
Zoobooks 2: Polar Bears
Zoobooks: Seals and Sea Lions

Data Foldouts (4)
“Welcome to the Top of the World” (in plastic envelope)

Magazines
National Geographic (all in tagboard binders)
“I Live With the Eskimos” (February 1971)
“People of the Long Spring” (only in 1 copy)
“Still Eskimo, Still Free: The Inuit of Umingmaktok” (November 1977)
“When Ice Entombed an Eskimo Family: Sealed in Time” (June 1987)
Ranger Rick (blue binder w/clear cover)
   “Fox of Many Colors” (December 1992)
Smithsonian (in blue binder w/clear cover)
   “A Trove of Artifacts From the Land Where Asia and North America Meet” (October 1988)

Pamphlets
   “Bear Facts: The Essentials for Traveling in Bear Country” (in pkg with Pictures)

Pictures (all in 1 pkg) (pkg also contains Brochure and Pamphlets) (black #’s on fluorescent pink dots)
1. “Arctic Circle Club”
2. Eskimo family (no title; description at bottom) (mounted)
   Eskimo Life (series of 7)
3. Children playing in dirt road near houses / herd of sheep
4. Eskimo children in Alaska / (info about clothing on back)
5. Drying Sealskins (little boy standing by drying sealskins / two men wringing water from sealskins
6. Man working radio / 9 dogs pulling dogsled in snow, mtns in background
7. Older woman hanging meat / two women and baby inside an Indian house
8. Older woman standing by buildings (skins on one) / inside a church
9. Ships docked / “Eskimos carving ivory”

Eskimo women (2)
10. Cape Prince of Wales: Eskimo women and sled reindeer (1900-1906)
11. Eskimo women (1903)
12. “Northern Fur Seal in Alaska, The” (Fact Sheet) (laminated)
13. “Home is an Igloo” / “Rocky Mountains” (small)
   “Wildflowers of St. Paul Island” (set of 2 pictures, 13 illustrations on each)
14. “Plants growing on wet tundra”
   Alaska violet
   Bob saxifrage
   Brooklime
   Capitate valerian
   Chukchia primrose
   Dwarf willow
   Fern-leaf lousewort
   Globe wormwood
   Rusty saxifrage
   Sulphur buttercup
   Thrift
   Weasel Snout
   Whitish gentian
15. “Plants growing on sandy beaches and rocky coastal areas”
Arctic chrysanthemum
Beach greens
Beach pea
Bech cinquefoil
Bracted saxifrage
Draba maxima
False arnica
Lovage
Lyme grass
Oyster leaf, or beach bluebell
Scurvy grass
Villous cinquefoil
Wild celery

Realia
Alaskan Eskimo Style Mask (instructions and patterns) (in plastic envelope)
Dogsled (model) (Alaskan Eskimo)
Doll (large) with papoose (arctic hare fur trim) (Alaskan Eskimo)
Dolls (2, small) (Alaskan Eskimo) (ethnic)
Driftwood (from Point Barrow, Alaska) (23 pieces, in 1 pkg)
Eskimo boiling stones (8)
Eskimo Style Puffin Mask (Southwest Alaska) (instructions and patterns) (in plastic envelope)
Eskimo Yo-yo (sealskin/fur) (Alaskan Eskimo)
Kayak w/paddle (model) (Alaskan Eskimo)
Reindeer/Caribou fur pelt (sample - small)
Sealskin moccasins (pair) (Alaskan Eskimo)
Sledge (model) (Labrador Eskimo)
Thimble (seal fur) (Alaskan Eskimo)
Ulu knife (contemporary copy) (mounted on plexiglass)(Alaskan Eskimo)
Walrus mother & baby (plastic toys)
Walrus teeth (3)
Walrus tooth necklace (Bering Straits) (tooth on leather thong)
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BAG Pt.2  Please return all items marked Pt.2 to this box.

Maps (laminated) (black #’s on light green dots)
1. “Alaska” / (information on back) (Nat’l. Geographic)
2. “Antarctica” / “Pinnipeds Around the World” (Nat’l. Geographic)
3. “Arctic Ocean” / “Peoples of the Arctic” (2, identical) (Nat’l. Geographic)
4. “Arctic Ocean” / “Peoples of the Arctic” (Nat’l. Geographic)
   “Close-Up: USA” (set of 1) (Nat’l. Geographic)
5. “Alaska” / “Beauty and Beasts in a Last Frontier”
6. “Crossroads of Continents” (mounted)
   “Making of America” (set of 1) (Nat’l. Geographic)
9. “Alaska” / “5 Eras”
10. “Native Peoples and Languages of Alaska”

Pamphlets (laminated)

Posters (laminated)
13. “Alaska Native Heritage Festival” (mounted)
14. “Arctic Animals” (includes snowy owl, harp seal, polar bear, walrus, arctic fox, lemming, ptarmigan, caribou, musk ox)
15. “Lucy Beaver: Yup’ik Eskimo; Leif Swanson, Great Grandson” (mounted)
16. “People of the Arctic” / “Animals of the Frozen Desert”
17. “Polar Bears” / (information, reproducibles on back) (small)
18. “Seals” / (information, reproducibles on back) (small)
19. “Tundras”
20. “Whales” (includes humpback, sperm, blue, narwhal, killer, common dolphin)
21. “Whales” (one on front) / (information, reproducibles on back) (small)

Realia
Eskimo record stick (craft) (wooden)
Eskimo snow knife (craft) (wooden)